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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and system is provided for monitoring the health 
of processes running on a router. Abehavior of a process is 
monitored and the process is killed if the behavior is 
abnormal. The behavior may be abnormal if the process is 
non-responsive, cannot start, or repeatedly crashes. The 
system may include a timer to measure a predetermined time 
interval for the process to perform a desired action, a counter 
to count a number of times the process fails to perform the 
desired action before the timer expires, and a controller to 
kill the process When the counter exceeds a maximum 
number of failures. Alternatively, the timer could measure an 
amount of uptime, the counter could count the number of 
times the process crashes, and the controller could kill the 
process When a crash rate calculated from the number of 
times the process crashes per the amount of uptime exceeds 
a maximum crash rate. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR A PROCESS 
MANAGER 

BACKGROUND 

[0001] 1. Technical Field 

[0002] The invention relates to the ?eld of network man 
agement. In particular, the invention relates to a process 
manager that monitors the health of processes running on a 
router. 

[0003] 2. Background Information and Description of 
Related Art 

[0004] The architecture of high-performance Internet rout 
ers has advanced in the last several years to provide 
increased performance in routing ever-greater volumes of 
netWork traf?c. It is not uncommon for a router to support 
numerous protocols as Well as several applications for 
con?guration and maintenance of the router tables, proto 
cols, and netWork policies. These advances have increased 
the complexity of the router such that the management of 
applications and protocols running on the router is critical 
for reliable netWork performance. 

[0005] In existing router management technology, the 
logic to support the applications, protocols, and associated 
management interfaces is centrally managed in a single 
master program. This can result in a single point of failure, 
meaning that even if there is a problem With only one 
protocol or application or interface, the entire program could 
crash, bringing the router doWn With it. In addition, if the 
master program needs to be updated, for example to accom 
modate a neW protocol, then the master program must be 
brought doWn in order to perform the updates, thereby 
temporarily taking the router out of service. 

[0006] In an effort to overcome some of the limitations in 
existing router management technology, management of 
applications, protocols, and associated management inter 
faces may be decentraliZed. HoWever, this means that there 
Will be several independent processes running simulta 
neously on both the active Router Protocol (RP) and line 
cards. These multiple processes share the resources of the 
processor on Which they are running. Furthermore, pro 
cesses often run multiple threads per process. These threads 
share the same address space and may be short or long-lived. 
Therefore, if any one process or any thread of a process is 
not healthy, it could be taking up valuable resources unnec 
essarily. 

SUMMARY 

[0007] According to one aspect of the invention, a method 
and system is provided to monitor the health of processes 
and to kill the process When the process is unhealthy. The 
system starts a process, monitors a behavior of the process, 
and kills the process When the behavior is abnormal. 

[0008] According to one aspect of the invention, the 
behavior is abnormal When the process is non-responsive. 
The behavior of the process is monitored by setting a process 
timer after starting the process, registering the process and 
incrementing a timeout count When the process fails to 
register before the process timer expires, and polling the 
process and incrementing the timeout count When the pro 
cess fails to respond to polling before the process timer 
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expires. The process is killed When the timeout count 
exceeds a maximum number of timeouts. 

[0009] According to one aspect of the invention, the 
behavior is abnormal When a thread of the process is 
non-responsive. The behavior of the process is monitored by 
setting up a thread timer for each thread of the process after 
registering the process, Waiting for each thread to provide an 
updated status, and incrementing a corresponding thread 
timeout count When any of the threads fails to provide an 
updated status before the corresponding thread timer 
expires. The process is killed When any of the thread timeout 
counts exceeds a maximum number of timeouts. 

[0010] According to one aspect of the invention, the 
behavior is abnormal When the process cannot start. The 
behavior of the process is monitored by setting a startup 
timer before starting the process and incrementing a startup 
count When the process fails to register before the startup 
timer expires. The process is killed When the startup count 
exceeds a maximum number of attempts at starting the 
process. 

[0011] According to one aspect of the invention, the 
behavior is abnormal When the process repeatedly crashes. 
The behavior of the process is monitored by accumulating 
an amount of uptime for the process, incrementing a crash 
count When the process crashes, and calculating a crash rate 
from the crash count per the amount of uptime. The process 
is killed When the calculated crash rate exceeds a maximum 
crash rate. 

[0012] According to one aspect of the invention, apparatus 
are provided to carry out the above and other methods. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0013] The invention is illustrated by Way of example, and 
not by Way of limitation, in the ?gures of the accompanying 
draWings in Which like reference numerals refer to similar 
elements. 

[0014] FIG. 1 illustrates is a block diagram illustrating 
one generaliZed embodiment of a process management 
system incorporating the invention, and the operating envi 
ronment in Which certain aspects of the illustrated invention 
may be practiced. 

[0015] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating selected 
components of the process management system of FIG. 1 in 
further detail, in accordance With one embodiment of the 
invention. 

[0016] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a suitable 
computing environment in Which certain aspects of the 
illustrated invention may be practiced. 

[0017] FIG. 4 is a How diagram illustrating certain aspects 
of a method to be performed by a computer executing one 
embodiment of the illustrated invention. 

[0018] FIG. 5 is a How diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of monitoring a behavior of a process in further detail. 

[0019] FIG. 6 is a How diagram illustrating an alternative 
embodiment of monitoring a behavior of a process in further 
detail. 

[0020] FIG. 7 is a How diagram illustrating another alter 
native embodiment of monitoring a behavior of a process in 
further detail. 
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[0021] FIG. 8 is a How diagram illustrating yet another 
alternative embodiment of monitoring a behavior of a pro 
cess in further detail. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0022] In the following description various aspects of the 
present invention, a method and apparatus for process man 
agement Will be described. Speci?c details Will be set forth 
in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present 
invention. HoWever, it Will be apparent to those skilled in the 
art that the present invention may be practiced With only 
some or all of the described aspects of the present invention, 
and With or Without some or all of the speci?c details. In 
some instances, Well knoWn architectures, steps, and tech 
niques have not been shoWn to avoid unnecessarily obscur 
ing the present invention. For eXample, speci?c details are 
not provided as to Whether the method and apparatus is 
implemented in a sWitch, router, bridge, server or gateWay, 
as a softWare routine, hardWare circuit, ?rmWare, or a 
combination thereof. 

[0023] Parts of the description Will be presented using 
terminology commonly employed by those skilled in the art 
to convey the substance of their Work to others skilled in the 
art, including terms of operations performed by a netWork 
operating system, and their operands, such as transmitting, 
receiving, routing, packets, messages, tables, command, 
message information base, command trees, tags and the like. 
As Well understood by those skilled in the art, these oper 
ands take the form of electrical, magnetic, or optical signals, 
and the operations involve storing, transferring, combining, 
and otherWise manipulating the signals through electrical, 
magnetic or optical components of a system. The term 
system includes general purpose as Well as special purpose 
arrangements of these components that are standalone, 
adjunct or embedded. 

[0024] Various operations Will be described as multiple 
discrete steps performed in turn in a manner that is most 
helpful in understanding the present invention. HoWever, the 
order of description should not be construed as to imply that 
these operations are necessarily performed in the order they 
are presented, or even order dependent. Lastly, repeated 
usage of the phrase “in one embodiment” does not neces 
sarily refer to the same embodiment, although it may. 

[0025] It should be noted that While the description that 
folloWs addresses the method and apparatus as it applies to 
a netWork device such as a router, or layer 3 sWitch, it is 
appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art that method 
is generally applicable to any packet forWarding device, 
including a bridge (layer 2 sWitch), server or gateWay. It 
should also be noted that While the method and apparatus 
may be discussed in the conteXt of a local area netWork 
(LAN), the present invention may also be used in the conteXt 
of other Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/ 
IP)-based netWorks including, but not limited to, internet 
Works, Virtual Local Area NetWorks (VLAN s), Metropolitan 
Area NetWorks (MAN s), and Wide Area NetWorks (WAN s), 
as Well as netWorks organiZed into subnets. 

[0026] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating one gener 
aliZed embodiment of a process management system 100 
incorporating the invention, and the operating environment 
in Which certain aspects of the illustrated invention may be 
practiced. The system 100 is shoWn to be operating in an 
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active Route Processor (RP) card and a line card running 
multiple virtual routers. Those of ordinary skill in the art Will 
appreciate that the system 100 may include more compo 
nents than those shoWn in FIG. 1. HoWever, it is not 
necessary that all of these generally conventional compo 
nents be shoWn in order to disclose an illustrative embodi 
ment for practicing the invention. As illustrated, the process 
management system 100 operates on a router that has a 
process manager 102. 

[0027] A typical router supports a number of applications 
that support protocols, netWork interfaces, and other com 
ponents, the operation of Which is maintained by the process 
manager 102. For example, in the illustrated embodiment, 
the router includes applications to support the Border Gate 
Way Protocol (BGP) 106 and the Open Shortest Path First 
protocol (OSPF) 108. 
[0028] Each application may also support one or more 
management interfaces, such as command line interface 
(CLI) 110, Simple NetWork Management Protocol (SNMP), 
or Extensible Markup Language (XML) based management 
interfaces. The management interfaces provide netWork 
administrators With access to the functions of the router and 
router applications using CLI commands, or SNMP or XML 
requests to update or access con?guration of the process 
manager. 

[0029] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating selected 
components of the process management system of FIG. 1 in 
further detail. The process manager 102 uses a con?guration 
?le 104 to alloW the process manager to be con?gurable to 
set various options. The con?guration ?le 104 may be 
implemented in various formats, such as a ?at ?le, a CLI, or 
an XML ?le. 

[0030] Process manager 102 includes a process monitor 
202 to monitor a behavior of a process and a controller 204 
to control the process and kill the process When the behavior 
is abnormal. In one embodiment, the process manager 102 
includes one or more timers 206. One timer may measure a 

predetermined time interval for a process to perform a 
desired action, such as responding to polling or registering 
the process upon startup. Another timer may measure the 
amount of uptime for the process. In one embodiment, the 
process manager 102 includes one or more counters 208. 
One counter may count a number of times a process fails to 
perform the desired action during the predetermined time 
interval. In one embodiment, the controller 204 kills a 
process When the counter eXceeds a maXimum number of 
failures. Another counter may count the number of times a 
process crashes. The process manager 102 may further 
include a calculator 210 to measure a crash rate from the 
number of times a process crashes per the amount of uptime. 
In one embodiment, the controller 204 kills a process When 
the calculated crash rate eXceeds a predetermined maXimum 
crash rate. The con?guration ?le 104 may be used to set the 
predetermined time interval, maXimum number of failures, 
maXimum crash rate, or other con?gurable options. 

[0031] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a suitable 
computing environment in Which certain aspects of the 
illustrated invention may be practiced. In one embodiment, 
the method for a process management system 100 may be 
implemented on a computer system 300 having components 
302-312, including a processor 302, a memory 304, an 
Input/Output device 306, a data storage 312, and a netWork 
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interface 310, coupled to each other via a bus 308. The 
components perform their conventional functions knoWn in 
the art and provide the means for implementing the process 
management system 100. Collectively, these components 
represent a broad category of hardWare systems, including 
but not limited to general purpose computer systems and 
specialiZed packet forWarding devices. It is to be appreciated 
that various components of computer system 300 may be 
rearranged, and that certain implementations of the present 
invention may not require nor include all of the above 
components. Furthermore, additional components may be 
included in system 300, such as additional processors (e.g., 
a digital signal processor), storage devices, memories, and 
netWork or communication interfaces. 

[0032] FIG. 4 is a ?oWchart illustrating certain aspects of 
a method to be performed by a computer executing one 
embodiment of the invention. The methods to be performed 
by a processor on a router or other netWork device constitute 
computer programs made up of computer-executable 
instructions. Describing the methods by reference to a 
?oWchart enables one skilled in the art to develop such 
programs including such instructions to carry out the meth 
ods on suitably con?gured computers, in Which the proces 
sor of the computer execute the instructions from computer 
accessible media. The computer-executable instructions 
may be Written in a computer programming language or may 
be embodied in ?rmWare logic such as an application 
speci?c integrated circuit (ASIC). If Written in a program 
ming language conforming to a recogniZed standard, such 
instructions can be executed on a variety of hardWare 
platforms and for interface to a variety of operating systems. 
In addition, the invention is not described With reference to 
any particular programming language. It Will be appreciated 
that a variety of programming languages may be used to 
implement the teachings of the invention as described 
herein. Furthermore, it is common in the art to speak of 
softWare, in one form or another, for example a program, 
procedure, process, or application, as taking an action or 
causing a result. Such expressions are merely a shorthand 
Way of saying that execution of the softWare by a computer 
causes the processor of the computer to perform an action or 
a produce a result. 

[0033] The method begins at 400, Where a process is 
started. The process may be running in any of the applica 
tions, protocols, or management interfaces managed by 
process manager 102. At 402, a behavior of the process is 
monitored. At 404, the process is killed When the behavior 
is abnormal. In one embodiment, an administrator is noti?ed 
about the abnormal behavior. 

[0034] FIG. 5 is a ?oWchart illustrating one embodiment 
of monitoring a behavior of a process in further detail. At 
500, a maximum startup count is set to de?ne a maximum 
number of startup attempts for the process. At 502, a startup 
timer is set to de?ne a time interval to Wait for the process 
to startup and register. At 504, the process manager 102 
determines Whether the timer has expired. When the timer 
has not yet expired, the Waiting continues at 506 until the 
timer expires. When the timer expires, at 508, the process 
manager 102 determines Whether the process has registered. 
When the process has registered, the behavior of the process 
is normal. When process has not registered When the timer 
expires, at 510, the startup count is incremented. Then, at 
512, the process manager 102 determines Whether the pro 
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cess has reached the maximum startup count. When the 
process has not yet reached the maximum startup count, then 
the process is restarted at 514, and the method is reiterated 
from 502. When the process has reached the maximum 
startup count, then the behavior of the process is abnormal, 
and the process is killed. Internal process control data may 
then be cleaned up and an administrator may be noti?ed 
about the inability to start the process. 

[0035] FIG. 6 is a ?oWchart illustrating an embodiment of 
monitoring a behavior of a process in further detail. At 600, 
a maximum timeout count is set to de?ne a maximum 
number of timeouts for the process. At 602, a timer is set to 
de?ne a time interval to Wait for the process to respond to 
polling. At 604, the process is polled. An example of polling 
is to send a “hello” message to the process. The process may 
reply by sending a “hello acknoWledgment” message. At 
606, the process manager 102 determines Whether the timer 
has expired. When the timer has not yet expired, the Waiting 
continues at 608 until the timer expires. When the timer 
expires, at 610, the process manager 102 determines Whether 
the process has registered. When the process has registered, 
at 612, the process manager 102 determines Whether the 
process has responded to polling. When the process has 
responded to polling, at 614, the timeout count is reset, and 
the method is reiterated from 604. When the process has not 
registered or the process has not responded to polling When 
the timer expires, at 616, the timeout count is incremented. 
Then, at 618, the process manager 102 determines Whether 
the process has reached the maximum timeout count. When 
the process has not yet reached the maximum timeout count, 
the method is reiterated from 604. When the process has 
reached the maximum timeout count, then the behavior of 
the process is abnormal, and the process is killed. 

[0036] FIG. 7 is a ?oWchart illustrating an embodiment of 
monitoring a behavior of a process in further detail. At 700, 
a maximum thread timeout count is set to de?ne a maximum 
number of timeouts for the threads of the process. At 702, a 
thread timer is set for each thread in the process to de?ne a 
time interval to Wait for each thread to provide an updated 
status. At 704, the process manager 102 Waits for each thread 
to provide an updated status. At 706, the process manager 
102 determines Whether the corresponding thread timer has 
expired. When the timer has not yet expired, the Waiting 
continues at 708 until the timer expires. When the timer 
expires, at 710, the process manager 102 determines Whether 
the process has registered. When the process has registered, 
at 712, the process manager 102 determines Whether the 
thread has provided an updated status. When the thread has 
provided an updated status, the corresponding thread tim 
eout count is reset at 714, and the method is reiterated from 
704. When the process has not registered or the thread has 
not provided an updated status When the timer expires, at 
716, the corresponding thread timeout count is incremented. 
Then, at 718, the process manager 102 determines Whether 
the thread of the process has reached the maximum thread 
timeout count. When the thread has not yet reached the 
maximum thread timeout count, the method is reiterated 
from 704. When the thread has reached the maximum thread 
timeout count, then the behavior of the process is abnormal, 
and the process is killed. 

[0037] FIG. 8 is a ?oWchart illustrating one embodiment 
of monitoring a behavior of a process in further detail. At 
800, a maximum crash rate for the process is set. At 802, the 
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amount of uptime for the process is accumulated. At 804, the 
process manager 102 determines Whether the process has 
crashed. When the process has not crashed, the method is 
reiterated at 802. When the process crashes, at 806, the crash 
count is incremented. Then, at 808, the crash rate is calcu 
lated from the crash count per the amount of uptime. Then, 
at 810, the process manager 102 determines Whether the 
process has reached the maximum crash rate. When the 
process has not yet reached the maximum crash rate, the 
process is restarted at 812, and the method is reiterated from 
802. When the process has reached the maximum crash rate, 
the behavior of the process is abnormal, and the process is 
killed. Internal process control data may then be cleaned up 
and an administrator may be noti?ed about the inability to 
start the process. 

[0038] As Will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, 
the content for implementing an embodiment of the method 
of the invention, for example, computer program instruc 
tions, may be provided by any machine-readable media 
Which can store data that is accessible by system 100, as part 
of or in addition to memory, including but not limited to 
cartridges, magnetic cassettes, ?ash memory cards, digital 
video disks, random access memories (RAMs), read-only 
memories (ROMs), and the like. In this regard, the system 
100 is equipped to communicate With such machine-read 
able media in a manner Well-knoWn in the art. 

[0039] It Will be further appreciated by those skilled in the 
art that the content for implementing an embodiment of the 
method of the invention may be provided to the system 100 
from any external device capable of storing the content and 
communicating the content to the system 100. For example, 
in one embodiment, the system 100 may be connected to a 
netWork, and the content may be stored on any device in the 
netWork. 

[0040] The above description of illustrated embodiments 
of the invention, including What is described in the abstract, 
is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to 
the precise forms disclosed. While speci?c embodiments of, 
and examples for, the invention are described herein for 
illustrative purposes, various equivalent modi?cations are 
possible Within the scope of the invention, as those skilled 
in the relevant art Will recogniZe. 

[0041] These modi?cations can be made to the invention 
in light of the above detailed description. The terms used in 
the folloWing claims should not be construed to limit the 
invention to the speci?c embodiments disclosed in the 
speci?cation and the claims. Rather, the scope of the inven 
tion is to be determined entirely by the folloWing claims, 
Which are to be construed in accordance With established 
doctrines of claim interpretation. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method comprising: 

starting a process; 

monitoring a behavior of the process; and 

killing the process When the behavior is abnormal. 
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising notifying an 

administrator about the abnormal behavior. 
3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the behavior is 

abnormal When the process cannot start, and Wherein moni 
toring the behavior comprises: 
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setting a startup timer before starting the process; and 

incrementing a startup count When the process fails to 
register before the startup timer expires, 

and Wherein killing the process comprises killing the 
process When the startup count exceeds a maximum 
number of attempts at starting the process. 

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising attempting 
to restart the process When the startup count does not exceed 
the maximum number of attempts at starting the process. 

5. The method of claim 3, further comprising cleaning up 
internal process control data and notifying an administrator 
about the inability to start the process When the startup count 
exceeds a maximum number of attempts at starting the 
process. 

6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the behavior is 
abnormal When the process repeatedly crashes, and Wherein 
monitoring the behavior comprises: 

accumulating an amount of uptime for the process; 

incrementing a crash count When the process crashes; and 

calculating a crash rate from the crash count per the 
amount of uptime, 

and Wherein killing the process comprises killing the 
process When the calculated crash rate exceeds a maxi 
mum crash rate. 

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising attempting 
to restart the process When the crash rate does not exceed the 
maximum crash rate. 

8. The method of claim 6, further comprising cleaning up 
internal process control data and notifying an administrator 
about the inability to start the process When the crash rate 
exceeds a maximum crash rate. 

9. The method of claim 1, Wherein the behavior is 
abnormal When the process is non-responsive, and Wherein 
monitoring the behavior comprises: 

setting a process timer after starting the process; 

registering the process and incrementing a timeout count 
When the process fails to register before the process 
timer expires; and 

polling the process and incrementing the timeout count 
When the process fails to respond to polling before the 
process timer expires, 

and Wherein killing the process comprises killing the 
process When the timeout count exceeds a maximum 
number of timeouts. 

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising resetting 
the timeout count each time the process responds to polling. 

11. The method of claim 9, Wherein polling the process 
and incrementing the timeout count When the process fails to 
respond to polling before the process timer expires com 
prises sending a message to the process and incrementing 
the timeout count When the process fails to reply to the sent 
message before the process timer expires. 

12. The method of claim 10, Wherein resetting the timeout 
count each time the process responds to polling comprises 
resetting the timeout count to Zero each time the process 
replies to the sent message. 

13. The method of claim 1, Wherein the behavior is 
abnormal When a thread of the process is non-responsive, 
and Wherein monitoring the behavior comprises: 
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setting a thread timer for each thread after registering the 
process; 

Waiting for each thread to provide an updated status; and 

incrementing a corresponding thread timeout count When 
any of the threads fails to provide an updated status 
before the corresponding thread timer expires, 

and Wherein killing the process comprises killing the 
process When any of the thread timeout counts exceeds 
a maximum number of timeouts. 

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising incre 
menting the timeout counts When the process fails to register 
before any of the thread timers expire. 

15. The method of claim 13, further comprising incre 
menting the timeout counts When the process fails to send a 
message before any of the thread timers expire. 

16. The method of claim 13, further comprising resetting 
the thread timeout count each time a corresponding thread 
provides an updated status. 

17. An apparatus comprising: 

a process monitor to monitor a behavior of a process; and 

a controller to kill the process When the behavior is 
abnormal. 

18. The apparatus of claim 17, further comprising a timer 
to measure a predetermined time interval for the process to 
perform a desired action and a counter to count a number of 
times the process fails to perform the desired action before 
the timer expires, and Wherein a controller to kill the process 
comprises a controller to kill the process When the counter 
exceeds a maximum number of failures. 

19. The apparatus of claim 18, Wherein the desired action 
is to respond to polling and Wherein the counter to increment 
each time the process does not respond to polling before the 
timer expires. 

20. The apparatus of claim 18, Wherein the desired action 
is to provide an update on the status of a thread of the 
process and Wherein the counter to increment each time a 
thread of the process does not provide an updated status 
before the timer expires. 

21. The apparatus of claim 18, Wherein the desired action 
is to register and Wherein the counter to increment each time 
the process does not register before the timer expires. 

22. The apparatus of claim 17, further comprising a timer 
to measure an amount of uptime, a counter to count the 
number of times the process crashes, and a calculator to 
measure a crash rate from the number of times the process 
crashes per the amount of uptime, and Wherein a controller 
to kill the process comprises a controller to kill the process 
When the calculated crash rate exceeds a predetermined 
maximum crash rate. 

23. An article of manufacture comprising: 

a machine accessible medium comprising content that 
When accessed by a machine causes the machine to: 

start a process; 

monitor a behavior of the process; and 

kill the process When the behavior is abnormal. 
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24. The article of manufacture of claim 24, further com 
prising a machine accessible medium comprising content 
that When accessed by a machine causes the machine to 
notify an administrator about the abnormal behavior. 

25. The article of manufacture of claim 24, Wherein the 
behavior is abnormal When the process cannot start, and 
Wherein monitoring the behavior comprises: 

setting a startup timer before starting the process; and 

incrementing a startup count When the process fails to 
register before the startup timer expires, 

and Wherein killing the process comprises killing the 
process When the startup count exceeds a maximum 
number of attempts at starting the process. 

26. The article of manufacture of claim 24, Wherein the 
behavior is abnormal When the process repeatedly crashes, 
and Wherein monitoring the behavior comprises: 

accumulating an amount of uptime for the process; 

incrementing a crash count When the process crashes; and 

calculating a crash rate from the crash count per the 
amount of uptime, 

and Wherein killing the process comprises killing the 
process When the crash rate exceeds a maximum crash 
rate. 

27. The article of manufacture of claim 24, Wherein the 
behavior is abnormal When the process is non-responsive, 
and Wherein monitoring the behavior comprises: 

setting a process timer after starting the process; 

registering the process and incrementing a timeout count 
When the process fails to register before the process 
timer expires; and 

polling the process and incrementing the timeout count 
When the process fails to respond to polling before the 
process timer expires, 

and Wherein killing the process comprises killing the 
process When the timeout count exceeds a maximum 
number of timeouts. 

28. The article of manufacture of claim 24, Wherein the 
behavior is abnormal When a thread of the process is 
non-responsive, and Wherein monitoring the behavior com 
prises: 

setting a thread timer for each thread after registering the 
process; and 

Waiting for each thread to provide an updated status and 
incrementing a timeout count When any of the threads 
fail to provide an updated status before the correspond 
ing thread timer expires, 

and killing the process comprises killing the process When 
the timeout count exceeds a maximum number of 
timeouts. 


